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The Ripple Effect
Everything you do, say, and think is a part of the whole and in some way affects
everyone and everything else. Just like how a drop of water creates ripples, every
decision, even those that last a few seconds will originate an impact on the future. We
can never certainly know or understand the impact we have on others, our actions
create ripples across the universe. The results of these ripples may be instantly
visible, delayed, or completely unknown to us, yet they have an impact.
The ripple effect is also about emotional contagion in groups. People use emotions as
social informational signs and these emotions pass on from one person to another.
Negative energy has a similar effect on us as positive energy, so it’s crucial to be
surrounded by the people who spread positivity.
Likewise, a trivial decision could unexpectedly change a person’s life, be it positively
or negatively. It’s about how few of these decisions have had an impact on who they
are today.
The idea that everything has a purpose changes how you live. To believe
that every word you say, every action you do has an impact on yourself,
other people, and the world. To say that all things are interconnected would be an
understatement.
Summary of the Event
The event consisted of 4 speakers and 2 performances, The following are the
sequence of speakers and performances :
The event started at 10:00 am on the 27th November when the hosting team
addressed the crowd by introducing the college, G-talks, TEDxGRIET and our
theme “The Ripple Effect”.

They then went on to introduce our first speaker and the Talk continued till
10:20 AM.
1) Ms. Deepa ,Director GLWEC.
Ms. Deepa believes in the quote “ Dreams do come true”.
She talked about how one doesn’t have to seek validation to pursue something
that makes one happy.
This ideology led her to start teaching, leaving her then career as a software
engineer at Infosys. She says teaching is what makes her happy, giving her
everything to each and every student she has grown into a Director of KMIT
and now the Director of Gokaraju Lailavati Women’s Engineering College.
She concluded her speech by saying it’s important to believe in yourself and
how that can create amazing ripples in one's life.

Moving forward with a power packed motivation through the first talk in
G-Talks Season 3

The second speaker Ms. Bhavana , Senior Analyst at Accenture took up the
stage for the
next talk which went on till 10:40 AM.

2) Ms. Bhavana, Senior Analyst at Accenture
Ms. Bhavana who is a Senior Analyst at Accenture believes in finding her
interests. She spoke to the students about the opportunities in college and her
interest in the field of robotics. She shared her journey from doing science
experiments in school to building AI robots. She even shared her experience
about getting an internship in ISRO and DRDO. Her speech gave the audience
insights about the emerging field of Robotics and the opportunities the young
minds have in the upcoming days.

After the second talk there was a refreshment Break given for the attendees
and the speakers till 11:20AM.
In the refreshment break students were provided by juice and the speakers and
faculty were provided with samosa,Tea and juice.

From the Second Talk the Season 3 of G-Talks moved on to the Third Talk
by Mr. Varshit Ratna, CEO hashing.company which was till 11:40

3) Mr. Varshit Ratna, CEO hashing.company
Mr. Varshit Ratna is the CEO of hashing.company. He talked about how his
college life shaped him as an individual and streamlined his thoughts. He
shared his college life in a very unique way by expressing all his memorable
college experiences through memes, which engaged the audience, too. His
talk gave the audience a unique perspective on an entrepreneurs life

After the third talk is done, Mr. Jagannadha Mallik took up the stage as
fourth speaker and the talk went on till 12:00 PM

4) Mr. Jagannadha Mallik, Senior Design Engineer at L&T
Mr. Mallik believes in putting consistent effort’s even after failing.
He always had a dream to make into the IIT’s for his undergrad, but
couldn’t make out due to various reasons. He took this as a challenge
and challenged himself to make his way to the IIT’s for his MTech.
Here he is with us, working in L&T by completing his MTech from IIT
Tirupati

After the Fourth talk to heat up the stage Energetic beat boxing and
breathtaking rap was performed by Abhinav and Sarthak

5) Beatboxing and rap by Abhinav and Sarthak

Abhinav from 2nd year and Sarthak from 3rd year of GRIET performed
beatboxing and rapping Beatboxing was performed. The artist
showcased different styles of beatboxing. Later rap was added to it
which lit the arena.

After extending our token of appreciation, we announced the Lunch Break!
Thespeakers and faculty members were escorted to the dining room where
lunch was served. The students were being provided by the packed lunch
boxes.

We set up the stage for the band performance by Band Retrieve from team
RHYTHMS in the lunch break.

6) Band Retrieve
Band Retrive captivated the audience by their marvellous performances.
The performance started with some soulful songs, which made the audience
feel light and calm.
Towards the end, an own composition was sung. The audience embraced the
song by turning on their flash light which gave a beautiful end to the event.

Our Core-Committee member, Thanay Metta concluded the event by talking about
how TEDxGRIET, G-Talks were initiated and why they made a huge difference to
the college students. The vote of thanks was extended to all speakers, the
administration, faculty, the team and even the coordinator , Dr. Y.Vijayalata Ma’am.
The event was concluded at 2:15 pm.

We are thankful for The principal and CEO of GRIET to address the attendees
of the event .

Dr. J Praveen, Principal GRIET

Mr. M G Shekaram, CEO GRES
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Nature of the Event
(Workshop / Seminar / Guest
Lecture / Tech Talk/ Training
Program / Presentation/
Conference)

A series of talks by the Alumni Students of GRIET.

Title / Theme of the
Event

Title : G-Talks (Gokaraju Talks), Season-3
Theme : THE RIPPLE EFFECT

Date on which Event is
held

27th NOVEMBER 2021

Name of the
Organization

Team TEDxGRIET

Number of the
Participants

160

Summary of the Event
(prepare day wise report in
detail)

POs attained with this
Event
(number and description)

Photographs of the event
(Hard copy and Soft copy)

AN INITIATIVE TAKEN TO SHARE THE EXPERIENCES
OF VARIOUS ALUMNI MEMBERS OF OUR COLLEGE
SHARING THEIR SUCCESS STORIES AND GIVING
CAPTIVATED PERSPECTIVES ABOUT THE JOURNEY
INTO THE UNCHARTED WATERS.

- Bridged the gap between students and alumni.
- Alumni and faculty got a chance to interact with
each other.
-The students who attended the event got an
insight on what they can experience after
graduation.
- Students experienced a unique performance by
beatboxing and rap and enjoyed The Retrieve
band.
- Communicated to the students about
TEDxGRIET and how we spread ideas among
students.

1) Certificate of Participation

Proofs:
1.Certificates copies
2.PPT/Material as
applicable.etc.,

VOTE OF THANKS
We would like to thank The Director, The Principal, Our
Coordinator, our HOD’s, Faculty and Administration for
guiding us through this journey and help make our events
a success!

